Why access PACER any other way?

•

Create a PacerPro account

•

Obtain a unique PacerPro email address for a particular user

•

Add a unique PacerPro email address to an attorney ECF profile

•

PDFs to go overview

•

Distribution list

•

Alert types; TURNING ALERTS OFF

•

Case feed

•

Search

•

SmartDocket
• Download documents (including batch downloads)
• Filter the docket sheet (key word and docket entry number)
• Print the docket sheet
• Download party information into an excel

•

Track 3rd party litigation

Create the account
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1. Click, “join your colleagues” (1)
2. Enter the new user’s name, email address, law firm name, and create a PacerPro password (2) for the user
1. The user can modify their PacerPro password later through their PacerPro profile
3. Enter the PACER username and password you typically use to search the government site (3)
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Send the user their account information
1. The user can log-in at www.pacerpro.com
2. Their username: the email address you entered for them
3. Their password: the password you created on screen 2
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Obtain the user’s unique PacerPro email address
1. Once you have created the account/logged in, click the user’s name in the upper right hand corner (1)
2. Select profile (2)
3. Copy the unique PacerPro email address (3)
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Add the attorneys’ unique PacerPro email address as a secondary recipient in each court where the
attorney is admitted
1. Go to www.pacer.gov
2. Select the appropriate court (ie, Northern District of California or Southern District of New York)
3. Enter the attorney’s CM/ECF filing credentials and check “I understand that if I file. . .”

Large firm protocol
1. Gather all ECF credentials (ie, for the office, practice group or firm)
2. Enter each attorney’s unique PacerPro email as a secondary recipient in each court where they are admitted
as soon as possible even if they don’t have current litigation. In addition:
1. West coast: add the attorney’s secretary’s unique PacerPro email address
2. East coast: Chicago: add the Managing Clerk/Attorney’s unique PacerPro email address
3. When new attorneys join and/or existing attorneys are admitted to new courts, add the unique PacerPro
email address as soon as possible
4. When attorneys leave, contact PacerPro to deactivate their PacerPro accounts
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Add the attorneys’ unique PacerPro email address as a secondary recipient in each court where the attorney is
admitted CONTINUED
1. Click utilities
2. Select “maintain your email” or “maintain your account” (depending on the court)
3. Select “add new e-mail address” and copy and paste the unique PacerPro email address under configuration options

Notes
1. There are minor variations in the interface for each court don’t worry about this
2. The system works fine for NextGen courts
3. A limited number of courts do not permit addition of
secondary email addresses. The most notable court is
EDNY

*All of the configuration options should be the default settings
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PacerPro’s PDFs to go
1. Once an attorney’s unique PacerPro email address is entered
with the court(s) where they are admitted, they will begin
receiving alerts from PacerPro
1. The email will arrive within 1-2 minutes of the court
notice. If it arrives more than 5 minutes after, please
contact support@pacerpro.com asap to let us know (it
is likely a mime cast issue)
2. PDFs will be attached to the email, and named with the
date, document title, and docket entry number
2. Notes:
1. The service generally does NOT work if the attorney is
admitted pro hac
2. The alert is free, as is the attached PDF
3. View Case hyperlinks to the docket sheet
4. The alert can be sent to recipients who do NOT have
PacerPro accounts (no log-in or password is required
to access the document)
5. PacerPro does NOT process confidential or sealed
documents
6. PacerPro will send an alert even where there is no
document (ie, when there are text-only entries)
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PDFs to go: distribution lists
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1. The purpose of the PDFs to go service is to automate the download and distribution of court filings
2. After an attorney’s unique PacerPro email address is entered with the court(s), the attorney’s receipt of such
emails will be automatic
3. If you would like other users to receive a copy of these emails, it’s 3 easy steps:
1. Find the case
2. Follow the case by clicking the double arrow (1) on the search results page
3. Go to MyCases page (2) and “edit” the distribution list (3); type in email addresses to add new
members to the distribution list
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*We will cover the difference between docket
updates and free-look PDFs on the next page
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Alert types
1. There are two types of alerts: docket updates and “free look PDFs”
1.

2.

Docket updates track changes to docket text including new and changed entries (1). For internal litigation, they are a risk management feature
1. NOTE: if you do not set an update schedule, you are not guaranteed to receive docket update notices; if anyone on the system “sync’s” a docket sheet,
everyone with “docket updates” on will get an email as to any new changes
2. Because docket updates include notification of new entries, these notices can appear repetitive for users who are also receiving free look PDF emails.
Therefore, it may be advisable to designate one team member to receive these and/or to train attorneys on the feature and what it means
Free look PDFs distribute PDF copies of new filings via email (2). It is not guaranteed unless you have entered a unique PacerPro email address in the CM/ECF
account of attorney of record in the case

2. ALL ALERTS CAN BE TURNED OFF ON A PER CASE BASIS BY CLICKING THE “ON” SWITCH NEXT TO A USER’S EMAIL ADDRESS

1. (1)
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The case feed
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1. When a user is set-up to receive PacerPro PDFs to go, it will automatically populate their case feed
2. To access the case feed, click the wifi symbol on the MyCases page
3. The case feed is populated in real time. All case titles hyperlink to the docket sheets

Email inbox control
1. Note that users can turn
their “free look PDF”
alerts OFF and still
access their documents
on their Case Feed
2. This feature is particularly
useful for Bankruptcy and
senior partners

Search
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1. Click the magnifying glass to go to the search page
2. Select your court: either choosing to search the district, bankruptcy or appellate courts or case locator (the nationwide
index).
1. If searching the district, bankruptcy or appellate courts, you can search by party, attorney or case number
2. If searching case locator, you can search by attorney or party. Remember Case Locator trails the district,
bankruptcy and appellate courts by 24-72 hours
3. Enter your date range and client code, and then click search

Search CONT.
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1. Where there are multiple results, we will provide a live graphical representation of the data
2. Use the filter bars on the left to filter your results (1)
3. Download a report to share results with colleagues (2)
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Download report
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1. When you download a report, you will get an excel report with all case titles, judges, NOS, courts
etc.
2. Each case will hyperlink back to the docket sheet, enabling access to all documents

Search CONT.
1. For each search result, you will see individual case summaries
2. Click the case title to go to the docket sheet
3. Check to see when the docket sheet was pulled from Pacer. If you need an updated version, you will incur Pacer fees

Docket sheet
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1. You can download documents (either singly or in multiples)
1. Hover over the docket entry you wish to access; a blue “click to view documents” option will appear; click on it (1)
2. Once you’ve clicked, a black “shopping cart” will appear
1. To open a document, click the document title (2)
2. To download multiple documents, click “select all” (3) and “download selected” (4)
2. Remember to check when the docket sheet was last synced with Pacer; if you require a new version, you may update, but
bear in mind, PACER fees apply (5)
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Filter the docket
1. Enter key words OR docket entry number into the filter bar (AND, OR, NOT available)
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Print the docket sheet
1. You can either print the entire docket sheet or a filtered selection
1. To print the entire docket sheet, just click the print icon
2. To print a filtered section, first apply your filter, and then click the print icon
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Download parties - district courts
1. Click “more info” on the docket sheet
2. Click “download parties”

Free docket checks
1. For all district and bankruptcy courts, we check for new docket entries 3x a day
1. There is no cost for this service
2. Exceptions: Arkansas and Northern Mariana Islands
3. NOT AVAILABLE FOR APPELLATE COURTS
4. This feature does NOT detect changes to the docket sheet - just new entries
2. To get a copy of the new docket entry, you’ll need to update the docket sheet
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Tracking 3rd party litigation
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1. PacerPro enables users to track 3rd party cases
2. We do this by downloading new copies of the docket sheet from Pacer, and then redlining the new copy against
cached copies. To the extent there are new entries, we send designated users an email notification specifying the
change. Standard Pacer fees apply
3. To set up a track
1. Find the case
2. Follow the case
3. Set an update schedule. If you do not set an update schedule, you will not be guaranteed any updates
4. As needed, use the distribution list feature to send the alert to other people
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